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Target detection for unmanned aerial vehicles is an important issue in autonomous formation flight. 
In this paper, a novel target detection approach for unmanned aerial vehicle formation is proposed 
based on edge matching. The windowed edge potential function is utilized to describe the attraction 
field for similar edges. Afterwards, the edge-based target detection problem can be formulated as an 
optimization problem. An improved version of the bird swarm algorithm, which is called competitive 
bird swarm algorithm, is proposed to find the location, rotation angle and scale of a given template 
on a specific image. A strategy named “disturbing the local optimum” is designed to help the original 
Bird Swarm Algorithm converge to the global optimal solution faster and more stably. Unmanned aerial 
vehicles moving in leader-follower pattern, which are called formation flight platforms, are used for 
our experiments. Images obtained by vision sensors embedded in the leaders are used to verify the 
effectiveness of the proposed method. The proposed algorithm is tested on both indoor and outdoor 
images to demonstrate the robustness. Comparative experiments with other state-of-the-art algorithms, 
including genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, artificial bee colony algorithm, pigeon-inspired 
optimization, and the basic bird swarm algorithm, are also conducted. The results prove the superiority 
and robustness of the proposed target detection algorithm.

© 2018 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are important platforms in 
both civilian and industrial applications [1], for the advantages of 
zero casualties, good stealth performance, short operational prepa-
ration time, and relatively low life-cycle cost [2]. Multi-UAVs mov-
ing in formation have attracted much attention [3–8]. With visual 
sensors becoming more and more advanced, vision based forma-
tion has aroused much interest [9–12]. In leader-follower forma-
tion, the leader can ascertain the direction and distance of the 
following UAVs with information obtained by visual sensors. There-
fore, target detection is an important task in vision based au-
tonomous formation flight of UAVs. The aim of this study is to 
design an adaptive, efficient and robust target detection algorithm 
that can be applied to vision based UAV formation.

A wide variety of strategies have been established to deal with 
the target detection problem for UAVs in recent years [13]. A real-
time detection algorithm for moving target from UAVs is proposed 
in [14]. A template matching approach is used in [15] to detect 
and track the run-way in image sequences. A target detection al-
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gorithm based on a visual attention model is given in [16]. A novel 
bio-inspired model is proposed in [17] via improved artificial bee 
colony and visual attention. An image registration algorithm is pro-
posed in [18] for moving target detection. In addition, edge or tem-
plate matching based methods, such as Charmfer matching [19]
and Hausdorff distance matching [20], have also been extensively 
used for target detection [21].

In this paper, an edge matching based method is proposed for 
UAV target detection, which is much simpler and more efficient 
compared with feature-based algorithms. The edge of an image is 
detected and utilized in a matching procedure, which searches for 
the image patch with the highest similarity to a given edge tem-
plate. A fast edge detection method based on structured forests 
is proposed in [22], which can obtain real-time performance and 
achieve state-of-the-art edge detection results. The edge matching 
method proposed in [23] utilizes the Canny edge detector. How-
ever, the edge map of a high-resolution UAV image extracted by 
Canny, would be enriched with textures, which will aggravate the 
computational complexity of edge matching. Therefore, the out-
standing edge detection method based on structured forests is 
utilized to extract edges in this paper. Afterwards, the windowed 
edge potential function (WEPF) [23] is used to make a description 
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of image edge. In terms of matching results and computational 
complexity, the WEPF based description is superior to traditional 
edge matching methods [24].

The edge-based matching problem can be considered as an op-
timization problem which can be resolved with various methods 
[13,21,23,24]. There are many advantages of bio-inspired optimized 
algorithms, such as high robustness, good distributed computing 
mechanisms, and extensive feasibility [25]. Thus a newly proposed 
bio-inspired optimization algorithm, Bird Swarm Algorithm (BSA) 
[26], is used for edge matching in aerial images. BSA is a novel 
optimization algorithm inspired by the social behaviors and so-
cial interactions in bird swarms. The searching space of BSA can 
be very large because of the high resolution of aerial images. In 
addition, the background of the scenes can be cluttered and com-
plex, which means that there are many local optima in the edge 
matching problem. Thus, the basic BSA may be trapped into lo-
cal optima or converge slowly. A strategy called “disturbing the 
local optimum” is designed and integrated into the basic BSA to 
overcome these shortcomings of it. The proposed BAS with the 
“disturbing the local optimum” strategy is called Competitive Bird 
Swarm Algorithm (CBSA). The “disturbing the local optimum” in 
CBSA can automatically check whether CBSA is trapped into local 
optima and add some disturbance to the local optimal solution if 
necessary. Therefore, the exploration ability of it is enhanced and 
the diversity of the swarm is improved. Furthermore, premature 
converge can be avoided.

The proposed target detection method is tested on aerial images 
obtained by the visual sensor embedded in UAVs. Experimental 
results demonstrate that the proposed edge matching algorithm 
can deal with the target detection problem for UAVs effectively. 
Furthermore, the performance of CBSA is compared with that of 
BSA, which demonstrates that the proposed strategy can improve 
the searching and converging ability of CBSA. Moreover, compara-
tive experiments on CBSA and several state-of-the-art bio-inspired 
algorithms, including the particle swarm optimization (PSO) [27], 
artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm [21], Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
[28], and Pigeon-inspired Optimization (PIO) algorithm [13] are 
conducted to demonstrate the advantage of the CBSA approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the edge detection approach and the principle of WEPF 
is introduced. In Section 3, the BSA algorithm is presented. The 
“disturbing the local optimum” strategy is proposed in Section 4, 
where the detailed implementation procedure of the proposed 
edge-based target detection algorithm is provided. In Section 5, 
a series of experimental results are given to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach, followed by the concluding 
remarks given in Section 6.

2. Edge detection and the WEPF model

2.1. Edge detection method using structured forests

Edges generally exhibit patterns of local structure, such as 
straight lines or T-junctions [29]. The problem of predicting local 
edge masks can be formulated as a structured learning framework 
applied to random decision forests [22,30].

1) Structured random forests
Structured labels are utilized to determine the splitting function 

at each branch in the tree. For a d × d image patch, the annota-
tion of it can be either a segmentation mask y ∈ Y = Z

d×d or a 
binary edge map y′ ∈ Y ′ = {0, 1}d×d . Both representations are uti-
lized in this approach. All the structured labels y at a given node 
are robustly mapped to a discrete set of labels c ∈ C , C = {1, . . . , k}. 
Similar structured labels are assigned to the same discrete label. 
Standard information gain measures can be evaluated on the dis-
crete space. A mapping from Y to an intermediate space Z is de-

fined to measure similarity over Y and calculate information gain. 
m dimensions of Z are sampled to reduce dimensionality, and a 
reduced mapping Πφ : Y → Z is obtained. To further reduce the 
dimensionality, principal component analysis (PCA) [31] is utilized. 
Then a straightforward map from Z to C is utilized to obtain the 
discrete labels. PCA quantization can be used to obtain the discrete 
label set C . The top log2(k) PCA dimensions can be used to quan-
tize a discrete label c as the assignment of z. In this paper we 
set m = 256 and k = 2. Each forest predicts a patch of edge pixel 
labels that are aggregated across the image to compute the final 
edge map.

2) Input features
In this paper, 32 ×32 image patches are used to predict 16 ×16

structured segmentation tasks. Two types of features are used: 
pixel lookups and pairwise differences. x ∈ R

32×32×K is the fea-
ture vector, where K is the number of channels. Three channels 
in the CIE-LUV color space together with the normalized gradient 
magnitude at the original scale and half resolution scale are used. 
Four orientation channels are derived from the gradient magnitude 
channels. Thus the input feature has 13 channels. Each channel 
is blurred with a radius 2 triangle filter and down sampled by 
a factor of 2. A large triangle blur is used on each channel (8 
pixel radius), and each channel is down sampled to a resolution of 
5 × 5. Then candidate pairs are sampled and pairwise differences 
are computed. Thus the total dimension of a candidate feature is 
7228.

3) Mapping function
A mapping Πφ : Y → Z is defined to train decision trees. y( j)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ 256 denote the jth pixel of mask y. z = ∏
(y) is a 

large binary vector that encodes [y( j1) = y( j2)] for each unique 
pair j1 �= j2.

4) Ensemble model
The outputs of multiple trees in the random forests are com-

bined to achieve robust results. The corresponding edge map y′ is 
stored at each leaf node together with the learned mask y. Multi-
ple overlapping edge maps y′ ∈ Y ′ can be averaged to obtain a soft 
edge response.

5) Multiscale detection and edge sharpening
The structured edge detector can be implemented on a multi-

scale version to enhance the performance of it. Three versions of 
resolution (1/2, 1, and 2) are computed and the results of the three 
edge maps are averaged after resizing to the original image dimen-
sions. The edge maps can be sharpened optionally using local im-
age color and depth values, with which the edge maps are better 
aligned to the image data. Additionally, the edge values vary from 
0 to 1, which is continuous-valued. However, binary-valued edge 
information should be imported to the EPF computation. Thus, 
edge values lower than 1/3 of the maximum value in the corre-
sponding edge image are set as 0, while others are set as 1 in this 
paper.

2.2. The principle of EPF

The image edges are considered as charged elements in EPF, 
which can generate an attraction field over object with similar 
edges. The concept of EPF is derived from the physics of electric-
ity, simulating the electric potential generated by the electrostatic 
field. It is utilized in this paper to model the potential generated 
by edge structures of images. An edge template of a particular tar-
get is attracted by a set of equivalent charged edge points, which 
maximize the potential in EPF.

In the electricity, a set of point charges in a homogeneous back-
ground Q i generates a potential, whose intensity can be calculated 
as follows.

v(�r) = 1

4πε

∑
i

Q i

|�r −�ri | (1)
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